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Abstract

Management of operating nuclear power plants greatly relies on structural integrity assessments for safety critical pressure vessels and piping components. In the present work, residual stress profiles of girth welded austenitic stainless steel pipes are characterised using an artificial neural network approach. The network has been trained using residual stress data acquired from experimental measurements found in literature. The neural network predictions are validated using experimental measurements undertaken using neutron diffraction and the contour method. The approach can be used to predict through-wall distribution of residual stresses over a wide range of pipe geometries and welding parameters thereby finding potential applications in structural integrity assessment of austenitic stainless steel girth welds.
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1.0 Introduction

Characterisation of residual stress distribution in pressure vessel and piping systems has received increased attention owing to its impact on the economy and safety of operating power plants. The presence of tensile residual stresses induced by welding can have a detrimental effect on the life of the components and may lead to crack initiation and growth, and an increased risk of catastrophic failure by fracture [1]. Residual stresses are generated as a result of some form of displacement misfit; for example owing to differential thermal expansion or localised plastic deformation [2]. Quantifying the magnitude and distribution of residual stresses with high certainty in multi-pass weldments is a challenging task. This is mainly because of the large number of interacting factors such as welding parameters, geometry, composition, microstructure, phase transformations, and the thermal and mechanical properties of the weld and parent materials [3]. The use of finite element computational methods is becoming increasingly popular for prediction of welding induced residual stresses in thick-section components. However, these methods usually involve complex non-linear analyses, and can be biased by the analyst’s judgements, inappropriate assumptions, boundary conditions and modelling procedures [4]. Measurement techniques [5, 6] such as deep hole drilling [7], neutron diffraction [8] and the contour method [9] can now provide high quality residual stress data for complex weldments. But such measurements are costly, usually involve partial or full destruction of the component, have uncertainties associated with random and systematic errors. In engineering fracture assessment procedures, the three dimensional residual stress field is usually simplified by considering a representative one dimensional profile along the through-thickness of the stress tensor component acting normal to the crack face [10, 11]. Stress intensity factor is calculated from this estimated through-thickness stress profile and used directly in the fracture assessment. Residual stress profiles using various analytical models have been proposed recently for
austenitic stainless steel girth welds, mainly considering the pipe geometry and welding heat input as the critical input parameters [12], [13] and [14]. In the present work, an artificial neural network (ANN) model has been developed which is trained using historical residual stress measurements to predict through-wall residual stress profiles along the weld-centre line of austenitic stainless steel pipes.

2.0 Materials and methods

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) [15] are employed in multi-variate systems to determine non-linear relationships that can be used to solve problems in pattern recognition. During training, a set of coefficients (known as weights and biases) are optimised using a suitable algorithm such as back-propagation [16] by minimizing an error function. In the recent past, ANNs have been extensively used to solve non-linear problems in materials engineering [17], [18] and [19]. In this study, Multilayer ANNs [20] are applied to predict through-thickness residual stress profiles in circumferentially welded austenitic stainless steel pipes using experimental data for training, previously reported in [12]. Residual stress data used for training were measured using Deep Hole Drilling (DHD), neutron diffraction, and Block Removal Slitting and Layering (BRSL). The validation data set comprises new residual stress measurements (contour method and neutron diffraction) for three butt-welded pipe components (Validation Welds 1, 2 and 3) fabricated from austenitic stainless steel with different electrical heat inputs. A summary of the welding details of training and validation mock-ups are given in Table 1. The process parameter envelope of training and validation data representing the geometry and welding heat input of the girth welds are illustrated in Fig. 1. The welds fabricated for the purpose of validation were characterised by following a standard metallographic procedure. Fig. 2 shows weld macrographs and Vickers hardness (HV5) maps of the three validation welds examined by grinding down to 4000 grit using silicon carbide paper and polishing with diamond suspension. Hardness measurements were
performed using a Vickers (HV) indenter, applying a load of 5 kg, using an automated Struers Duramin-A-300 hardness tester.

2.1 Artificial neural network approach

Historical residual stress measurements were used to train the ANN using a Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) algorithm [21] taking into account the through-wall position, pipe radius and thickness, net heat input ($Q = \text{arc efficiency} \times \text{electrical heat input}$) and yield strength of the material (see Fig. 3). The input parameters were simplified considering the dimensionality phenomenon [22], of training data which can otherwise increase exponentially with the dimensionality of associated input space. Experimental measurements were performed in components fabricated from austenitic stainless steel using various welding processes with net heat input ($Q = 0.8-2.2 \text{ kJ/mm}$), wall thickness ($t = 16-110 \text{ mm}$) and pipe mean radius to thickness ratio ($R/t = 1.8-25$) by the UK nuclear industry in order to validate a series of residual stress predictions using the finite element method. All residual stress measurement techniques have limitations and associated uncertainties. For example BRSL has low spatial resolution, neutron diffraction is very dependent on obtaining reliable stress-free lattice parameter data (which can be challenging for weld metal where the composition, texture and grain size vary) and DHD has limited spatial resolution and the specific technique used at that time was susceptible to plasticity induced errors. The uncertainties associated with the historical data are judged to be in the order of $\pm 50 \text{ MPa}$.

An ensemble of networks having the multi-layer perceptron architecture was implemented in the neural network toolbox in MATLAB [23]. The network’s non-linear capability was realised by using the log-sigmoid transfer function in the first layer, and a linear function in the second layer. Equation (1) denote the output $y$ from the second layer as,

$$y = \sum_{j=1}^{H} w_j \log \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{4} w_i p_i + b^{(1)} \right] + b^{(2)}$$  

(1)
where $w_j$ was the weight vector of the output layer, $w_{ji}$ weight vector of the hidden layer, $b^{(2)}$ bias vector of the output layer, $b^{(1)}$ bias vector of the hidden layer, $H$ the number of hidden nodes, $p$ the scalar input and $i$ the number of inputs. Input variables were normalised to a value between $-1$ and $1$ by using the transformation; Normalised input = $2 \times (\text{input} – \text{minimum input}) / (\text{maximum input} – \text{minimum input}) – 1$. An ensemble of networks was constituted by running 1024 independent training iterations with the weights initialised randomly on the error surface. The Bayesian Error function $E(w)$ was used to evaluate the generalisation ability of the network defined by equation (2),

$$E(w) = \alpha E_R + \beta E_S$$

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the objective function parameters controlling weight decay and the variance in noise, $w$ is the weight matrix, $x$ the target vector, $p$ the input variables, and $o$ the output.

$$E_S = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x - o(p, w))^2$$

$$E_R = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{H} |w_i|^2$$

The regularisation term $E_R$ limits the network weights and biases to small values thereby decreasing the susceptibility of the model to over-fitting. The objective function parameters were inferred from the training data and can largely influence the model complexity. The use of over-complex models over simpler models is not justified as it can have an adverse effect on the generalisation ability of the network [24].

2.2 Neutron diffraction

Through-wall residual stress profiles for Validation Welds 1 and 2 (material type: austenitic stainless steel type 316L, dimensions: 250 mm outside diameter, 25 mm thick and 320 mm long) were determined from neutron diffraction measurements. A monochromatic
neutron beam with wavelength 1.648 Å were used by collimating to a nominal gauge volume of \((2.3 \times 2.3 \times 2.3)\) mm\(^3\) at the SALSA beam line [25], Institut Laue Langevin, Grenoble, France. A diffraction angle of approximately 99° was obtained and the \(\{311\}\) reflection was chosen (as being least sensitive to plastic strains). The removed plug of material were used to extract four small cubes of weld metal having dimensions 5 mm \(\times\) 5 mm \(\times\) 5 mm to measure the reference stress-free lattice parameter \((d_0)\). Position and direction specific stress-free references were used for calculations by interpolating using a second order polynomial function. The strains, \(\varepsilon\), along the three orthogonal directions were calculated from the shift in diffraction peak positions using equation (5),

\[
\varepsilon_{(x, y, z)} = \frac{(\theta - \theta_{0(x, y, z)}) \times \frac{\pi}{360} \times 1000000}{\tan\left(\theta \times \frac{\pi}{360}\right)}
\]

For determining stresses from the measured strains, the material was assumed to be isotropic. Furthermore, the Kröner model was implemented in the DECalc software [26], to calculate the diffraction elastic constants. A Young’s modulus value of 187 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.303 were used to determine the stresses in three different orientations from the measured strains using equation (6), (7) and (8),

\[
\sigma_{xx} = \frac{E_{311}}{(1 + \nu_{311})(1 - 2\nu_{311})}\left[(1 - \nu_{311})\varepsilon_{xx} + \nu_{311}\left(\varepsilon_{yy} + \varepsilon_{zz}\right)\right]
\]

\[
\sigma_{yy} = \frac{E_{311}}{(1 + \nu_{311})(1 - 2\nu_{311})}\left[(1 - \nu_{311})\varepsilon_{yy} + \nu_{311}\left(\varepsilon_{xx} + \varepsilon_{zz}\right)\right]
\]

\[
\sigma_{zz} = \frac{E_{311}}{(1 + \nu_{311})(1 - 2\nu_{311})}\left[(1 - \nu_{311})\varepsilon_{zz} + \nu_{311}\left(\varepsilon_{xx} + \varepsilon_{yy}\right)\right]
\]
2.3 Contour method

The contour method, a destructive technique to determine residual stresses was applied to Validation Welds 1 and 2 after the neutron diffraction measurement, and to measure both axial and hoop stresses in Validation Weld 3 (material type: Esshete 1250, dimensions: 180 mm outside diameter, 35 mm thick and 200 mm long). The contour method can be applied to provide a full 2-D cross sectional map of the hoop residual stresses present in thick cylindrical components [27]. In this method, the component of interest is cut into two halves using wire electric discharge machining, the deformation contours of the relaxed cut surfaces measured, the matching profiles averaged (to eliminate shear effects) and then applied as a boundary condition to the cut face of one half of the cut component in a linear elastic finite element analysis. The distribution of hoop stress of the component of interest can be determined by performing a cut along a radial-axial plane using the approach reported [28], by cutting the pipe lengthways into two halves using wire electro discharge machining severing both the opposite thicknesses simultaneously. The axial stress residual profiles were determined along different through-thickness positions at 36°, 90° and 144° with respect to the flat edge (XX) in the clockwise direction and averaged across 45° on either sides of the normal YY as shown in Fig. 4a. In order to determine the axial stresses, a second cut was performed along the radial-hoop plane XY (see Fig. 4b) at the centre of the weld. The data analysis procedure was similar to the hoop residual stress measurement with additional steps implemented to account for the stress relaxation effects from the previous cut (along XZ plane) by applying displacement boundary conditions of the finite element model created for measuring the hoop stresses.

3.0 Results and Discussion

A histogram was developed to manage scatter within the neural network predictions and to provide a reliable prediction interval of the estimated stress distributions. The 10% of
predictions with lowest error were determined from a committee of 1024 networks with the
histogram of output distribution divided into 25 segments. Model predictions expressed as a
contour plot generated from the histograms of network outputs (red and white colour
represents the most and least probable region of predictions) are compared with the new
experimental measurements (i.e. Validation Welds 1, 2 and 3) to assess the performance of
the ANN. In Fig. 5(a) the ANN prediction for residual stresses in the axial direction of
Validation Weld 1 is compared with neutron measurements. The agreement with
measurements is good considering the scatter observed in the measured data. Fig. 5(b) shows
the ANN prediction for hoop stresses compared with validation measurements made by
neutron diffraction and the contour method, the latter for both top and bottom of the pipe.
Agreement between the experimental validation measurements is excellent. However, the
ANN prediction is substantially more tensile towards the inside diameter of the pipe. The
presence of high compressive stresses near the inside surface is likely to be the result of the
specific weld procedure employed for Validation Welds 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2(a) and (b)); that is
an unusually wide weld preparation was used with a backing plate and weld joint closed up to
nearly one half of its initial width during welding. This may have introduced unusually high
compressive hoop stresses in these welds which were beyond the envelope of the training
data. The ANN method only predicts based on the training data used, therefore this result is
unsurprising, given that the stress profile of Validation Weld 1 is to some extent non-
representative of previously seen data. The inability to extrapolate beyond the boundaries of
the training data is a key limitation of the ANN method. Despite this the ANN is in
favourable agreement with the measurements from mid thickness to the outer radius position,
and over-predicts the tensile magnitude of stress at all positions.

Predicted and measured residual stress profiles in the axial and hoop directions for Validation
Weld 2 are shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) respectively. The ANN histogram map is in reasonable
agreement with the neutron measurements in the axial direction up to the through-wall position \( x/t = 0.7 \). However the hoop stress measurements deviate from the ANN map for \( x/t < 0.3 \) in the same manner as Validation Weld 2; this is to be expected because the pipe weld was made in the same way as Validation Weld 1 (with a wide weld preparation and backing plate). The hoop stress measurements near the outer surface \( (x/t > 0.7) \) are noticeably lower than the contour measurements which closely follow the ANN predictions. A similar trend is observed in the axial stress measurements approaching the outer radius of the weld. The lower than expected magnitude of axial and hoop stresses measured by neutron diffraction for \( x/t > 0.7 \) may be associated with uncertainties in stress-free lattice parameter measurements for austenitic weld metal owing to compositional variations, texture and large grain size effects [6, 8]. But the consistency of the neural network predictions is verified by the contour method measurements carried out in the hoop direction (Fig. 6b). The axial stress profiles measured using the contour method at various positions (Fig. 7a) are in good agreement with the ANN prediction up to \( x/t < 0.8 \) and the latter imply the presence of higher tensile stresses approaching the outer surface. The mismatch in predicted and measured stress distribution close to the outer surface is likely to be associated with a lower density of surface measurement data used to train the ANN. Additionally the hoop stress profiles predicted by the ANN approach for Validation Weld 3 are in reasonable agreement with the measurements made using the contour method (see Fig. 7b).

Interestingly, the ANN model rarely under-predicts the magnitude of the measured tensile stress by a large margin in the validation dataset. This is a useful characteristic if ANN residual stress profiles are to be used in safety critical assessments of welded structures [10]. The advantage of the ANN method for defining through-wall residual stress profiles compared with computational weld mechanics or measurement approaches is that the information required to train the model is straightforward and historical measured data can be
used. On the contrary, the ANN provide somewhat smoothed residual stress profile and are unable to capture the stress variations through the thickness especially in comparison with neutron diffraction data. However, this limitation is considered to be the consequence of using insufficient neutron data in training and an improved database with more neutron measurements is recommended for the application of the model. Another drawback is that the weldment for which a prediction is to be made must fall within the range of weld types used to train the model.

4.0 Conclusions
To summarise, an artificial neural network model was developed to characterise the through-thickness distribution of residual stresses in circumferentially welded austenitic stainless steel pipes, providing the weldment type lies within the boundary of the training data envelope used. The model has been validated by comparing predicted profiles with new experimental measurements for three welded pipes constructed using different process parameters. The model has the potential to be developed into a tool for characterising residual stress profiles in different classes of weldment, for example plate butt welds, nozzle welds, laser or electron beam welds, etc. For each class of weldment, geometry, material or stress component a separate ANN can be trained provided sufficient measured data are available.
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Figure and table captions

**Table 1.** Welding details of training and validation mock-ups

**Fig. 1.** Process parameter envelope of training and validation data with respect to net heat input, component thickness (t) and marker colour denoting R/t ratio (VW 1, VW 2 and VW 3 corresponding to Validation Weld 1, 2 and 3 respectively).

**Fig. 2.** Weld macrograph (on the left) and Vickers hardness (HV5) map (right) of (a) Validation Weld 1 (b) Validation Weld 2, and (c) Validation Weld 3.

**Fig. 3.** Schematic of the ANN architecture used in this study; Input parameters t, R/t, x/t and Q denote the pipe wall thickness, mean radius over thickness ratio, through thickness position from inner surface and net heat input (Q = arc efficiency × electrical heat input) respectively.

**Fig. 4.** Schematic illustration of (a) through-thickness measurement locations in Validation Weld 3 (b) location and direction of the performed contour cuts.

**Fig. 5.** ANN model prediction of (a) axial stresses (on the left) and (b) hoop stresses (on the right) compared with experimental measurements for Validation Weld 1.

**Fig. 6.** ANN model prediction of (a) axial stresses and (b) hoop stresses compared with experimental measurements for Validation Weld 2.

**Fig. 7.** ANN model prediction of (a) axial stresses and (b) hoop stresses compared with experimental measurements for Validation Weld 3.
Table 1. Welding details of training and validation mock-ups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mock-ups</th>
<th>Welding Process</th>
<th>Net Heat Input (kJ/mm)</th>
<th>Welding passes</th>
<th>Yield stress (p, w)* (MPa)</th>
<th>Groove type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SAW</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>338, 476</td>
<td>Double V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MMAW</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>272, 446</td>
<td>Outer J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MMAW</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>328, 446</td>
<td>Outer J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MMAW</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>328, 446</td>
<td>Outer J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MMAW</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>328, 446</td>
<td>Outer J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>MMAW</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>328, 446</td>
<td>Outer J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>328, 446</td>
<td>Narrow gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SAW</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>274, 483</td>
<td>Outer J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>300, 500</td>
<td>Wide Single V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TIG</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>300, 500</td>
<td>Wide Single V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TIG, MMAW</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>370, 564</td>
<td>Single V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*where p, w are the parent and weld material yield strength at 1% proof stress. A - passes unknown.
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the pipe girth weld geometry for training and validation residual stress measurement data, and (b) process parameter envelope of training and validation data with respect to net heat input, component thickness (t) and marker colour denoting R/t ratio (VW 1, VW 2 and VW 3 corresponding to Validation Weld 1, 2 and 3 respectively).
Fig. 2. Weld macrograph (on the left) and Vickers hardness (HV5) map (right) of (a) Validation Weld 1 (b) Validation Weld 2, and (c) Validation Weld 3.
Fig. 3. Schematic of the ANN architecture used in this study; Input parameters $t$, $R/t$, $x/t$ and $Q$ denote the pipe wall thickness, mean radius over thickness ratio, through thickness position from inner surface and net heat input ($Q = \text{arc efficiency} \times \text{electrical heat input}$) respectively. Normalised stresses (denoted as $\sigma/YS$) is predicted as the output where $\sigma$ stands for the predicted stress along axial or hoop direction, and $YS$ represents the yield strength at 1% proof stress.
Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of (a) through-thickness measurement locations in Validation Weld 3 (b) location and direction of the performed contour cuts.
Fig. 5. ANN model prediction of (a) axial stresses (on the left) and (b) hoop stresses (on the right) compared with experimental measurements for Validation Weld 1.
Fig. 6. ANN model prediction of (a) axial stresses and (b) hoop stresses compared with experimental measurements for Validation Weld 2.
**Fig. 7.** ANN model prediction of (a) axial stresses and (b) hoop stresses compared with experimental measurements for Validation Weld 3.
Highlights

We model residual stresses in multi-pass girth welds using artificial neural networks. We validated the model with experimental measurements using neutron diffraction and contour method.

A histogram network was developed to provide a reliable prediction interval of the estimated stress distributions.

The model can function providing the weldment type lie within the boundary of the training data envelope used.

ANN model can find potential applications in the structural integrity assessment of weldments.